The Formation and Evolution of Galaxies
Setting the scene
Prior to the recombination event, matter and radiation were coupled in the hot, post big-bang
plasma. Because of the large ratio of photons to baryons and pressure from Thompson
scattering, matter was distributed evenly throughout the cosmos. Only non-interacting particles
of dark matter (DM) were able to coalesce and form overdensities, which amassed to only one
part in 100,000 by 400,000 years after the big bang (redshift, z, of 1100). The background
radiation emitted at recombination remains the only observable signature of these early epochs,
after which the universe entered the so-called ‘dark ages’, an epoch about which we currently
have almost no empirical information.
During the dark ages, however, the framework for the large-scale structure of the universe
began to assemble (Figure 1). Dark matter began collapsing and produced the first scaffolding
of the cosmic web, while baryons were able to gravitationally follow this structure. With no
metals, and all the hydrogen and helium residing in atomic form, this epoch is observable via
low frequency radio signals. Structure formation proceeded largely unseen: the largest density
fluctuations grew by around 10 orders of magnitude, until the first (probably exotic) stars ignited
100 Million years later.
The formation, evolution, and end-points of the first (Population III) stars were likely peculiar in
many ways: the absence of interstellar coolants and under-abundance of molecules will have
made fragmentation, stellar initial mass distributions, and binarity fractions very different from
those known in the more evolved universe. Differing stellar structure, rotation, and opacity will all
affect the evolution timescales and emissivities. These early stellar photospheres produced the
first ionizing photons, and an ultraviolet (UV) radiation background that could reionize the
universe and inhibit subsequent star-formation. The same stars also polluted pristine interstellar
media with metals, and modified subsequent gas cooling and fragmentation, etc; their deaths
are also believed to produce the first stellar mass black holes, thereby planting the seeds for
luminous active galaxies seen at later epochs.
Galaxy formation continues as DM halos grow and merge; the accretion of baryonic matter from
the cosmic web increases, and fuels star formation and early galaxy buildup until the first
objects become visible at z~10. Black holes grow to attain ‘supermassive’ status, while others
may have formed by alternative methods such as direct collapse, and produce the first quasars
that are currently observed only shortly after the first galaxies. The mechanisms by which these
early systems grew remain elusive, but soon-to-be commissioned telescopes will be charged
with determining the properties of these galaxies, and with that the foundations for galaxy
assembly. The first observable large-scale structure grows with the buildup of massive galaxies,
which proceeds down to redshifts of about 2 (around 3 billion years post Big Bang), around
which point the first virialized galaxy clusters emerge and the Milky Way experienced its last
significant merging event, which formed the thick disk, delivered globular clusters, and polluted
the stellar halo. The star formation rate (SFR) of the universe increases ten-fold since the
earliest observable times, and individual objects become more luminous, massive, and
physically larger. The assembling galaxies are very rich in gas that has been accreted from the
intergalactic medium and settles to form massive disks. At the same time, galaxy scale winds

are ubiquitous, and the complex interplay between gas inflows and outflows, occurring in the
circumgalactic environment, regulate the ultimate efficiency of star formation. Scaling relations
between fundamental galaxy properties become clear, with relatively tight sequences emerging
between mass, star formation rates, and abundances of heavy elements and sizes. These
relations remain in place, but shift in their loci, down to the present day universe; the processes
underpinning our place in the cosmos were thus established at least 10 billion years ago, if not
earlier.

Figure 1. Vogelsberger et al. (2020): Visual overview of some recent structure and galaxy formation
simulations. In the left and right panels, dark matter-only and dark matter+baryons simulations are
shown, respectively. In top panels, zoom simulations are displayed that are able to resolve small
scales. In bottom panels, the large volume simulations are visualized.

Galaxy evolution changes fundamentally during the latter half of cosmic time. While galaxies
continue to grow in size and mass, the total star formation rate per volume of the Universe
decreases 10-fold. Over the same timeframe, the nodal points of the more diffuse large-scale

structure/cosmic web condense to form galaxy clusters with masses 1013-15 solar masses (mass
expressed in units of that of the Sun), and hot intracluster media, and play host to the most
massive galaxies known. As mass overdensities grow and cosmic contrast increases,
environmental processes contribute more: the complex interplay of environmental interactions
and internal (‘secular’) processes induce morphological transitions, growing galaxy
bulges/spheroids and quenching the formation of new stars in a process that begins in the most
massive galaxies, and progresses downwards in mass. The majority of star formation shifts to
Milky Way-like galaxies in intermediate density environments. Studies resolving the distribution
of stars, hot and cold gas, dust and star-forming sites, in concert with active galactic nuclei and
their surroundings, in nearby to high redshift galaxies can provide key insights into how these
secular processes affect and modify the galaxy populations and uncover the underlying physics
acting on these small scales.

Figure 2. Libeskind et al. (2020): The Local Group as embedded into the cosmic web.

Our own galaxy, the Milky Way, plays a particular role in understanding the galaxy formation
process. Unlike (most) other galaxies the Milky Way, its satellites, and, to some extent, other
galaxies in the Local Group can be decomposed into individual stars, 3D positions and space
motions of these stars can be determined as well as, via high-resolution spectroscopy, individual
elements and potentially even ages. Such a decomposition into different formation epochs,
sometimes also dubbed as “Galactic Archeology” or “Near Field Cosmology”, allows to decipher
its structure and formation history, eventually in a fully spatially resolved manner. The capability
to disentangle the formation history of an individual object perfectly complements the traditional
extragalactic approach that primarily aims to conclude on the formation history of galaxies by
investigating populations of galaxies at different epochs. A detailed understanding of the
peculiarity or generality of the Local Group environment for the galaxy formation process is,
however, a prerequisite to exploit the synergies between both approaches towards a coherent
understanding of the evolution of galaxies.
Future scientific research will proceed both through observations with increasingly sensitive and
dedicated instruments, and through the construction of increasingly sophisticated theoretical
ab-initio models and simulations that contain all the physics of galaxies and are able to

reproduce deep observations and predict new ones (Figures 1 & 2). The interplay between
models and observations produces an advance in the knowledge of galaxy formation and
evolution from the dark-ages to the present-day universe.

The First Galaxies and the Epoch of Reionization
Soon after its inception in the hot big bang, the Universe probably underwent a period of
exponential expansion called inflation, that was responsible for generating the (nearly)
scale-invariant primordial density perturbations that form the seeds of all the large-scale
structures we see today. After inflation, as the Universe expanded and cooled, roughly 400,000
years after the Big Bang, it became cool enough that electrons and protons could combine to
form neutral hydrogen atoms - this is known as the “epoch of recombination”. It is at this point
that matter and radiation decoupled from each other, giving rise to the Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) discussed in the previous section (Origin and Evolution of the Universe).
Indeed, the CMB has been crucial in inferring the two key cosmic constituents that shape the
formation and evolution of galaxies: dark matter (representing about 86% of all matter) that
forms the cosmic scaffolding within which galaxies form and baryons (normal matter; comprising
14% of all matter) that interacts with radiation to make up the “visible” Universe. Immediately
after the recombination epoch, the Universe entered a phase called the “Dark Ages”, where no
significant radiation sources existed, nor observations can currently probe. At this time, the
small inhomogeneities in the dark matter density field present during the recombination epoch
grew via gravitational instability giving rise to collapsed haloes. In what is now understood to be
the second stage of galaxy formation, diffuse (neutral) hydrogen and helium gas was accreted
by these halos from the Intergalactic Medium (IGM), and started cooling via gas-dynamical
processes. If the mass of the halo is high enough, the gas would be able to dissipate its energy,
cool via atomic or molecular hydrogen transitions and fragment within the halo, giving rise to
conditions appropriate for the condensation of gas to form the first stars. The cosmic dark ages
end and the era of “cosmic dawn” begins with the formation of the first stars a few hundred
million years after the Big Bang.
The formation of the first stars irreversibly changed the Universe and all subsequent galaxy
formation in two key ways: Firstly, PopIII stars in the mass range of 140-260 solar masses
probably explode as highly energetic Pair Instability Supernovae (PISN), yielding copious
amounts of metals and starting the “metal age” of the Universe. Secondly, the first population of
luminous stars and galaxies generated hydrogen (and helium) ionizing photons, starting the
“epoch of (hydrogen and helium) reionization”. A fraction of the ionizing energy produced by
these sources was also responsible for heating the IGM, which resulted in gas being (photo-)
evaporated from low-mass halos, and the inhibition of their star formation. The Epoch of
reionization (EoR) is therefore of immense importance in the study of structure formation
because, on the one hand, it is a direct consequence of the formation of first structures and
luminous sources while, on the other, it affects all subsequent structure formation. However, due
to a number of interlinked complex problems - including the gas masses and star formation
rates of early galaxies, the fraction of ionizing photons that could escape out of the galactic
environment and contribute to reionization (escape fraction) and the impact of reionization on
galaxy formation - the history, sources and progress of reionization remain compelling open
questions.
The last few years have seen a golden era for the search of galaxies lying within the EoR. This
has been made possible by a combination of state-of-the-art facilities such as the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) and 8-10 meter diameter ground based telescopes (e.g. the ESO Very Large

Telescope, VLT) and the power of cosmic gravitational lensing (that magnifies the light from
distant objects). These have been used to detect sources at redshifts as high as z~11 (only half
a billion years after the Big Bang) and galaxies three orders of magnitude less luminous than
the Milky Way at z~7 (800 million years post-Big Bang). In addition, quasars, powered by
accretion onto supermassive black holes (SMBH) are found to be in place well within the first
billion years. Dust and metals have been identified in some of these systems with ALMA. Finally,
some of the most distant objects are Gamma Ray Bursts that confirm star formation was already
well under way at those early epochs, and further encouraging deeper galaxy searches. These
data sets will soon be supplemented by those from cutting-edge facilities in the coming decade
by forthcoming optical/IR observatories (JWST, Euclid, LSST, ELT, Nancy Grace Roman Space
Telescope), and low frequency radio facilities (SKA and HERA), as well as gravitational wave
telescopes (LISA, Einstein telescope) to build a panchromatic and multimessenger picture of
galaxy formation. This observational progress has naturally given rise to a plethora of theoretical
models, ranging from analytic calculations to semi-analytic models to numerical simulations. We
now discuss the key open questions in the field of early galaxy formation.

Figure. 3: A timeline of the key cosmic epochs, with time increasing in the x-direction and space
represented on y. The big bang is represented at the far left, followed by inflation and then a period of
‘dark ages’. Reionization is illustrated by the bubbles through the bulk of the diagram, before galaxies
emerge at the far right.

Key open questions
1. How did galaxies obtain their gas?
According to the current standard theoretical paradigm, early galaxies accrete most of their gas
from the IGM through filmentary streams along the cosmic web. The accretion results in a
complicated mix of hot (shock-heated) and cold gas (that avoids the virial shock) that may
penetrate deep into halos and fuel galaxy disks. This medium is further stirred and heated by
supernova explosions and photoionization, resulting in a multiphase gaseous mixture that
remains poorly understood. From the theoretical perspective, realistic and improved
implementations are needed for feedback and mixing, all performed in cosmological setting
simulations (see Fig. 1, i.e. Illustris, EAGLE, Hestia). Observationally, the challenge is to
overcome the small solid angle of cold flow, requiring massively multiplexed spectroscopic
surveys (e.g. with VLT/MOONS, CFHT/MSE), high resolution spectrographs (e.g. CUBES and
ELT/HIRES+MOSAIC), and mapping the gas in emission with sensitive integral field
spectrographs (e.g. VLT/MUSE+BlueMUSE), and with deep targeted spectroscopy at 21cm with
stacking techniques (e.g. with SKA-LOW).
2. What are the properties of the first stars?
While simulations have made major progress on the fragmentation of metal-free gas, the
formation mass of a PopIII star, as well as their initial mass function (IMF) remain challenging
open questions. The answer depends on solutions to poorly understood processes such as the
turbulence of halo gas, magnetic fields, and gas bulk motions that remain to be consistently
implemented in simulations. Depending upon their formation epochs, both JWST and ELT are
likely to detect the signatures of PopIII star formation either with ultraviolet emission lines or
photometrically, especially when leveraging the boost of gravitational lensing. Extremely
luminous supernovae may be expected from PopIII stars, and can be detected at early times:
deep, wide-field multi-epoch imaging will ultimately provide the requisite time-series to detect
these SNe (ESA’s Euclid mission, WFIRST and the LSST survey, combined with spectral
followup). Finally, intensity mapping techniques - the cumulative fluctuations produced by
individually undetectable sources - may be employed by a future space-based ultraviolet
observatory to hunt for PopIII star formation at z=10-20 using multiple lines (e.g. HeII-CO or
HeII-21cm). In the local universe, "stellar archaeology" methods will continue to capitalize on
metallicity measurements, together with updated calculations of the yields from the first stars,
that reflect the conditions of primeval star formation in observations that are fed by ESA/Gaia
among other surveys, and followed up with 4MOST, MOONS, WEAVE, MSE, then ELT
spectrographs.
3. What were the physical properties of early galaxies?
While the general evolution of cosmic star formation is relatively clear, the gas content and
conditions of the first galaxies remain open questions. Cosmological simulations of galaxies
(see Fig. 1) are able to map out the gas masses and temperatures, but current zoom
simulations need to be expanded to the full cosmological setting to understand the populations.
Direct observations are crucial: they must target molecular and atomic emission lines and
sub-millimeter continuum emission: to capture the diversity in galaxy populations current
interferometers need upgrading (ALMA as foreseen in the ALMA2030 roadmap1, PdBI/NOEMA)
and new facilities built (e.g SKA mid frequency array, ngVLA, AtLAST) to measure the spatial
distribution critical for understanding what regulates the star formation efficiency. It is vital to
push the observations to the lowest possible masses (108-9 solar masses) to build dynamic
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range in scaling relations and search for turnover in the luminosity function, which will be critical
to understand the build-up of massive galaxies seen today (see next section).
The metal content of early galaxies remains another challenging open question that has been
the focus of many theoretical models. How and when metallicity relations - linking key galaxy
observables (e.g stellar mass) - emerged remain open questions although combinations of
ALMA, JWST, and ELT data to target molecular, atomic, and ionized gas phases, will extend
fundamental metallicity relations from intermediate redshifts to these very early epochs.
Finally, explaining the high observed dust-to-stellar mass ratios (~0.2%) of some high-z galaxies
requires most of the dust be grown by accretion in the ISM, on timescales far shorter than that
required by evolved intermediate mass (e.g. AGB) stars, which require at least several 108 years
to start ejecting enriched material. Grain growth by accretion in the ISM is very inefficient, but
the key dust sources, masses and their impact on the observability remain open questions.
Again, upgraded interferometers (e.g. ALMA), and future space-based infrared missions (with
design concepts similar to ESA’s cancelled SPICA mission or a far infra-red probe-class mission
as suggested by the US decadal survey2), will be invaluable in measuring the dust masses of
low-mass early galaxies in the coming decade.
4. Which sources caused reionization and how did it impact galaxy formation?
Only a fraction of the ionizing photons produced in a galaxy escape and contribute to
reionization. This ‘escape fraction’, which is a function of the gas/dust distribution and line of
sight effects, remains a major unknown for reionizing galaxies, with both theory and observation
finding widely-ranging values. Forthcoming observations, with JWST and ELT will identify strong
ionizing photon leakers up to z~9 through a variety of indirect methods. This escape fraction, as
well as the production efficiency of ionizing photons, will be crucial in determining the relative
contribution of galaxies to reionization. In addition the contribution of more exotic sources
remains entirely open: secondary ionizations from black hole activity could allow significant
reionization contributions from low mass black holes. Large-scale surveys with optical (Euclid,
LSST), X-ray (ATHENA), and radio telescopes (upgraded LOFAR, SKA) will be invaluable in
pinning-down high-redshift AGN number densities to shed more light on this issue. Gravitational
lenses acting as cosmic telescopes allow us to probe the scales and luminosity regimes of
individual star clusters, and determine their direct contribution to reionization and feedback.
Current observations (e.g. with VLT/MUSE) hint at what future extreme adaptive optics facilities
at ELT will do in blank fields, whilst similar facilities (MAVIS, MIKADO, HARMONI) may allow us
to definitely probe sub-kpc scales close to the reionization epoch, revealing the true morphology
of reionizing galaxies.
Further complicating the issue, the rising UV background could slow the progress of reionization
by photo-evaporating gas from low-mass halos. The impact of this heating critically depends on
the emissivity of reionization sources, the strength of the heating background, and the redshift
distribution of sources, so the impact on star formation remains unknown. Self-consistently
coupling galaxy formation and reionization on large-scales with high-resolution is the key goal of
ongoing theoretical models (Bluetides, Dragons, Astraeus, Sphinx), which will be informed by
the same optical, X-ray, and radio facilities mentioned above.
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Figure 4. Hutter et al. (2020): A numerical simulation of how reionization proceeds through time. The
numbers above the arrow show the age of the Universe; blue colours show neutral hydrogen while
red/yellow colours show ionized regions. As shown, starting off filled with neutral hydrogen, the
Universe is slowly reionized within the first billion years by (mostly) star formation. The exact shapes
and distribution of the ionized regions depend on the sources and their distribution as discussed in the
text. The color bar shows the fraction of hydrogen that is neutral.

5. What was the topology and history of reionization?
The past decade has witnessed the emergence of a concordance picture in which reionization
was effectively complete within the first billion years. Despite major observational progress near
the end of the EoR, details of both the history and topology (e.g. whether it progressed outwards
from galaxies - ‘inside out’ - or the reverse; Figure 4) remain poorly understood. This is because
EoR progression depends upon the space- and time-dependent density of the IGM as well as
the astrophysical sources described under point #4. A huge theoretical effort has been
dedicated to answering these questions using high-resolution, large-scale models with some
now close to the resolution and volume limits required (e.g. Bluetides, Astraeus, Sphinx).
In the next decades, forthcoming radio observatories (e.g. SKA-LOW and HERA) will map out
the reionization topology using the 21cm emission of neutral hydrogen. However, confirming the
high-redshift nature of this emission, connecting the IGM phase with galaxies, and inferring how
the reionization topology evolves with time, will require cross-correlating 21cm signals with
independent galaxy data. A high-priority challenge will be to identify surveys that – combined
with SKA – will maximize the synergy and information content: Lyman break and Lyman alpha
surveys with LSST, JWST, MSE and EUCLID will provide the most promising opportunities.
6. What is the state of intergalactic gas?
The last few years have seen impressive progress in detecting high redshift quasars, with over
200 now known at z>6 by deep, wide-field optical and NIR imaging. These observations have
yielded insight into the buildup of the first SMBH, but furthermore provide many background
objects for studying the IGM. Absorption studies approaching the EoR play a vital role to direct
searches for the reionisation sources, since the interplay between galaxies and the surrounding
gas determines the evolution and morphology of the reionisation epoch, and are used to
constrain the UV background and IGM temperature, and buildup of heavy elements.
In the future a raft of new facilities will help shed much needed observational light on these
issues. The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope
and Euclid will add further to this data set, while high resolution spectroscopy with ELT will
enable spectroscopic follow-up of quasars that are currently too faint to feasibly observe. These
developments will revolutionise our understanding of the high redshift Universe. A similar
advance in the theoretical modelling of quasar absorption systems at high redshift is also

required to explain and interpret both current developments in the field as well as future data. A
key goal in this area will be coupling radiative transfer to high resolution hydrodynamical
simulations with a dynamic range capable of resolving the small scale structure of the IGM and
CGM.

Galaxy Evolution and Buildup
Background
The evolution of galaxies cannot be separated from structure in the Universe in the form of
(mostly) virialized dark matter (DM) halos. The multifaceted challenge of understanding galaxy
evolution comes down to understanding how matter cools and assembles near the centers of
halos, how star formation is started, proceeds, and is influenced by feedback and radiation. A
further vital constituent of this is understanding how the supermassive black holes (SMBHs),
which reside in the centres of most galaxies, grow and evolve together with their hosts. These
SMBHs range in mass from 106 up to even 1010 solar masses3, and the processes that link them
to the masses of the bulges of the galaxies are still largely debated. The combination of these
processes gives rise to a remarkably diverse galaxy population that nonetheless shows great
regularity in its properties as evidenced by mass scaling relations and a multitude of correlations
over a wide array of properties. State-of-the-art hydrodynamical simulations and semi-analytical
models capture this diversity quite accurately, but the physical models that describe all
processes (with the exception of gravity) are prescriptions that work ‘in practice’ and not ab initio
physical calculations. At the same time, empirical models, using the DM halo mass distribution
as a starting point, seem to give a reasonably good description of how the occupation of halos
by galaxies evolves over time, in particular in terms of the stellar-to-halo mass ratio. This
success is enabled by the now accurate and precise measurements of the evolution of the star
formation activity and the mass function of galaxies across cosmic time (Fig. 5).
A central tenet is that most of the ordinary, non-dark matter (usually referred to as baryonic
matter) is not in the form of stars and does not even reside inside galaxies4. Therefore,
understanding galaxy evolution comes down to understanding the entire ‘baryon cycle’ (Fig. 6),
i.e., how material cycles through different phases and locations from cool/cold gas and dust
within galaxies to material outside galaxies in the inter- and circumgalactic medium (CGM). This
baryon cycle is key to understanding fueling and regulation of star formation and accretion
processes within the context of galaxy evolution. The processes that govern this cycle
determine how much fuel for star formation is available at any point, and act as a backdrop for
understanding the star formation process, and the growth of galaxies and SMBHs. According to
both hydrodynamical simulations and observations, the rate of star formation is to first order
predicted, at all cosmic times, by the amount of cold, dense gas available. But how efficiently
and where exactly stars form is only understood more crudely, and limited by observational
resolution on the one hand and the fidelity of even the most recent state-of-the-art
hydrodynamical simulations on the other.
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Much of it may have been processed through a galaxy at some point, or may never have entered galaxy
halos at all.

Figure 5. The cosmic evolution of baryonic
mass densities with time (lower abscissa),
while redshift is given above; cosmic time
increases from left to right. Densities
become dominated by stars around
redshift 2, as the molecular gas (which
converts to stars) proceeds to fall. The
vertical line marks the present age.
Source: Walter F., et al The Astrophysical
Journal, Volume 902, Issue 2, id.111, 15
pp (2020).

Another key challenge for galaxy formation models has been to explain the inferred low star
formation efficiency (the conversion of gas mass into stellar mass) in galaxies and dark matter
halos. Indeed, a key prediction of ΛCDM cosmology is the halo mass function, which is known
to diverge from the observed stellar mass function of galaxies at both low and high masses: the
deviation suggests that the star formation efficiency must drop in these two different regimes. To
reconcile theory with observations, state-of-the-art models and simulations require the inclusion
of feedback from various astrophysical processes. Essentially all models need to invoke
feedback from supernovae in low-mass galaxies and, at high masses, feedback from an
accreting SMBH in the nucleus. The energy injection into the halo in the form of jets and
outflows is expected to offset cooling and thereby prevent the replenishment of the galaxies’
cold gas reservoir, thereby inhibiting the star-formation process. This mechanism must act
efficiently, as many present-day massive galaxies have been largely devoid of star formation for
half the age of the Universe. The only way for these galaxies to grow is through merging and the
accretion of satellite galaxies, adding to their stellar mass budget and altering their dynamical
structure over certain mass ranges. It is likely that gas flows also impact the evolution of the
SMBH: the accretion rate can vary from low accretion states (low Eddington rates; ‘radio mode’)
to high Eddington rates (‘quasar mode’). The launching mechanisms for AGN outflows are
linked to the mass accretion rate, and include: radiation- or thermal pressure, cosmic rays, or
magnetic forces, energy-driven vs momentum-driven. AGN feedback manifests itself as
powerful (or weak) radio jets (=radio mode), wide-angle winds (=quasar mode) or a combination
of the two, and the outflows are often multi-phase and consist of cool phases of neutral (atomic
and/or molecular) gas and a hot ionized gas. Also more detailed properties of the SMBHs, such
as its spin, impact feedback processes and hence the co-evolution of the host galaxy and
central SMBH.
The regularity of the formation process of massive galaxies, and the imprint of the various
evolutionary stages (fast initial growth, steady star formation, quiescence), are evidenced by the
tight, empirical correlations that have proved to be a powerful tool to understand galaxy
evolution. Dynamical scaling relations such as the Fundamental Plane and the Tully-Fisher
relation connect the total mass (set by the halo) with the baryonic mass (set by the integral of
cooling/star formation and outflows), and the close connection between galaxy structure and
age serves as a strong constraint on any galaxy formation model.

Figure. 6: The baryon cycle is complex. Inflows and outflows interact. It all takes place in the CGM. The CGM is
thus an interface regime/reservoir, which encodes both cosmic gas accretion (from the outside) and feedback
(from the inside). It has a multitude of observable signatures, in both gas absorption and emission, particularly in
the UV and X-ray. Source: Peroux C., et al. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Volume 499, Issue
2, pp.2462-2473 (2020).

In summary, a very solid framework -- based on excellent observations of galaxies across
cosmic time -- exists to describe the broad picture of the evolution of galaxies. However, there
are many elementary parts missing from our understanding of galaxies and their cosmic
evolution. Our current models provide a good basis, yet are still not sufficiently realistic to fully
explain either the regularity, or the rich detail of galaxy properties as revealed by observation.
Advances require the combination of panchromatic datasets from state-of-the-art observational
infrastructures with simulation to constrain and validate our physical understanding. To advance
these areas a number of key questions should be addressed.

Key open questions
In order to make progress the following key questions need to be addressed:
1. What DM halo properties (besides mass) determine the properties of a galaxy?
Most current empirical models have focussed on reconstructing the stellar-to-halo mass relation
and its evolution, but mass is far from being the only quantity that determines the fate of the
galaxy. The formation epoch, concentration, angular momentum, merger history and large-scale
environment must play crucial roles, which must be understood if we aim to explain the diversity
of properties, even at fixed halo mass. Furthermore, it is possible that the baryon fraction, which
is often set to the cosmological value, is not actually constant with halo mass and time,
complicating the interpretation of existing mass relations and galaxy evolution in general.
2. What is the state of the gaseous halos that surround galaxies?
Observations and high-resolution simulations have shown that the properties of the large
(200-300 kpc), diffuse reservoir of CGM gas are far more complicated than a quasi-static,
homogeneous hot atmosphere of classical theory. The recent idea that a large amount of
relatively cool material exists in small clouds or so-called cloudlets in a pervading medium of
hotter and less dense gas is a major observational puzzle, with no firm theoretical

understanding of the origin of such cloudlets. Cold gas in the CGM will also modulate halo
cooling, fuel later star formation, and in turn affect future feedback to the halo. Understanding
both how the CGM influences galaxy evolution, and how galaxies themselves impact the CGM
properties (e.g. via AGN jets, cosmic rays and magnetic fields, and outflows of energy and
material) demands that we determine what observational signatures the CGM present: how we
can extract maximum information from these observables.
3. How much material escapes from and cycles back to galaxies, and what drives these
flows?
The enriched gas surrounding galaxies provides direct evidence for the importance of outflows,
which are driven by stellar winds, supernovae, AGN, cosmic rays, etc. It has so far, however,
been very challenging to generally quantify the amount of mass in these flows, how they evolve,
and how enriched material cycles back onto the galaxy at later times. Yet understanding this
feedback and the associated cycle determines the stellar mass of the galaxy and its chemical
composition. It will be crucial to understand the flows of gas within galaxies as well, as this
determines the degree of mixing, the composition of newly formed stars and the level of
chemical enrichment of outflows. Moreover it remains unclear what the accelerants of the winds
are: for example, in what proportion radiation pressure, stellar winds and SNe, AGN, cosmic
rays etc. contribute to the mass outflow as a function of galaxy mass, star formation rate, dust
content, etc. and how wind fluids couple to the bulk of the gas at small scales. This all imposes
strong limitations onto our theoretical picture of wind and jet physics, how these phenomena
should be implemented in computer simulations and ultimately how they influence galaxy
evolution in general.
4. How do stars form out of dense, molecular gas?
There is a tight correlation between the amount of dense gas and the amount of star formation,
for which the average efficiency is assumed to be constant. Combined with the outflows of gas
(bullet #3 above), this gives rise to the idea of self-regulation, where star formation drives out
the gas needed for the process to continue. However, large variations in the star formation
efficiency are observed within galaxies (see, for example Figure 7), which leads to large
departures in morphology compared to what is expected for a constant efficiency (as is
assumed in hydrodynamical simulations). This is closely related to understanding the conditions
under which molecular gas is formed, clouds become self-gravitating, and star formation is
initiated. This includes knowing the role played by cloud collisions, dynamical/orbital features, or
turbulence, which have all been proposed to promote self-gravity. It is also important to
understand how the metal enrichment of the ISM affects the efficiency of star formation across
cosmic time as metals act as coolants and are fundamental in dust production, and hence
shielding molecules from dissociating radiation. The interpretation of this variation in efficiency is
currently under debate, and understanding this phenomenon is crucial for understanding the
diversity in galaxy morphologies.
5. What determines the star-formation history of individual galaxies?
The tight relation between the star-formation rate and the stellar mass of galaxies -- the ‘main
sequence’ -- holds for ~90% of the cosmic time and indicates that most stars form through
steady-state processes rather than in violent episodes. However, this provides only the crudest
picture of the formation history, and the observed scatter reflects the complicated star-formation
history of individual galaxies. Simulations predict that galaxies undergo fluctuations in star
formation on short time scales (0.2-2 Gyr) that could result from morphological compaction,
accretion, cooling, star formation, and outflows. Longer term fluctuations (~10 Gyr), however,
are thought to be driven by differences in initial halo mass. The current frontier is to compare the

evolutionary history of individual galaxies with the paths predicted by simulations. This requires
reconstructing the full star-formation history (SFH) of galaxies, which has proven extremely
challenging: the integrated light is dominated by that of the youngest stars, the information
derived for the underlying population is limited. Furthermore, the reconstruction of the SFH
using UV-optical-NIR data is an ill conditioned problem because of degeneracies between age,
metal content, and dust obscuration of stars and black hole growth. The problem is further
exacerbated for the low-mass objects that dominate the galaxy population by numbers at
mid-to-high-redshifts and this, together with the previous points, is subject to uncertainties in the
opacity, emissivity, and composition of dust grains.
6. How does the structure of galaxies evolve?
Many of the morphological patterns we see today (disks, bars, bulges, etc; see Figure 7) began
to emerge at least 10 billion years ago. At these early cosmic times, spheroidal galaxies, disks
and bars were all less common (although disks have been found as early as z=4) and irregular
galaxies were instead more prevalent, with their morphologies perhaps reflecting rapid gas
accretion and fast growth. As these galaxies gain in mass, they are thought to `settle’ into disks
that then remain stable for many orbital periods, and for massive galaxies a gradual loss of
angular momentum possibly due to merging leads to a more spherical structure. This brief
evolutionary story leaves many blank spaces, as we do not know how, along its evolutionary
history, a galaxy moves through the various morphological stages, nor how this may vary with
halo mass and local environment. Morphological and kinematic signatures such as rotation
curves must be combined across cosmic time and assessed in concert with the star formation
histories as well as gas contents.
7. What is the role of the environment and large scale structure in galaxy evolution?
Dark matter halos grow hierarchically by accretion of neighbouring substructures, meaning the
most massive halos that play host to galaxy clusters form the latest and are less dynamically
mature. Preferentially located at the nodes of the complex filamentary web, clusters are
continually accreting dark matter halos containing individual galaxies or galaxy groups. It is well
established that the properties of galaxies are correlated with the environment: massive clusters
contain a higher (lower) fraction of ellipticals (star forming galaxies) than the field, and the
Galaxy Stellar Mass Function shape depends on various environmental processes. Intra-cluster
processes like ram-pressure stripping, strangulation, harassment, or tidal disruption can all
quench star formation as galaxies orbit within the cluster, but it remains unclear how the final
properties of galaxies relate both to these differences and to their initial conditions.
8. How do supermassive black holes evolve with their host galaxies?
Observations and simulations show there is a symbiotic relationship between a galaxy and its
central SMBH, such that the mass of both components is closely related. Understanding how
this coevolution works is one of the major challenges in galaxy evolution: the answers require
studies of the in- and outflow properties, accretion states of the SMBH, and how these
properties link to that of the host galaxies. Feedback may eject the interstellar gas from the
entire galaxy – or just temporarily remove it from the nuclear region in a “fountain”. The fate of
this outflowing gas is intimately linked with AGN feedback processes. Furthermore, powerful
radio jets may heat the intergalactic medium, preventing galaxies from being replenished by
cooling cluster gas. This way, feedback processes may regulate the gas content of the host
galaxy and therefore both star formation and the growth of the black hole. (Suggestions of star
formation occurring in the ejected gas also open possibilities of “positive” feedback processes
that enable star formation).

In the present day Universe we are well past the “high noon” of galaxy growth that occurred at a
redshift of z=1-3. Galaxy growth was more vigorous when the Universe was younger as there
was more gas available, and interactions among galaxies were more frequent. Processes of
feeding and feedback are therefore likely to change with redshift.
9. The physics of supermassive black holes (SMBHs)
How the first SMBHs were formed at the dawn of the universe is still shrouded in mystery,
together with the role that the SMBHs play in the secular and transformational evolution of their
host galaxies. Modelling and observing the first seeds for SMBHs is a key question for
cosmology (see the previous sub-chapter on the first galaxies). To study the rise and
development of the black holes involves detailed modelling of their physics and observations of
their near environments and how they interact with their surroundings.

Requirements for future observations and theory
Observations across the electromagnetic spectrum give access to the properties of different
components that make up galaxies from cold atomic to hot ionized gas, young star-forming
sites, the underlying old stellar populations, and supermassive black holes residing at the
centers of massive galaxies. In order to uncover and test the interplay of the different physical
processes acting from very small scales (below 1 AU, i.e. formation of a single star) to very
large scales (tens of megaparsec, e.g. to encompass the overdensity range occupied by a
massive protocluster), data probing these scales are essential. This requires combination of the
knowledge gained from studies in the Milky Way, and its immediate neighbors with resolutions
below 1-10pc, with results from surveys of nearby galaxies of 10-100pc which offer a several
orders larger phase space of physical conditions in galaxies and variety between galaxies to
obtain more self-consistent models for physical processes linked to, e.g., star formation, metal
mixing, AGN etc. Studies of high redshift galaxies with a couple or few 100pc resolution provide
the necessary information for testing these self-consistent models and studying the evolution of
galaxies. Wherever possible European researchers should have continued access to a
maximum of wavelength regions.
Concerning the integrated properties of galaxies, the requisite improved masses (stellar and
total), SFR, and abundances will be delivered by analysis of spectra obtained with ELT
(particularly integral field spectrograph HARMONI & MOSAIC) that may target either stellar
absorption lines or nebular light. High angular resolution interferometry with ALMA (especially
with the foreseen baseline extension), ngVLA, SKA, and its precursors (such as MeerKAT) will
produce the same for the cold gas, as well dust and continuum emission linked to star-formation
processes and obscured nuclear regions. JWST and Euclid will provide both stellar photometry
and attack the sub-galactic structure (down to star-cluster scales) and morphological evolution,
in deep and wide field surveys, respectively, while LSST will contribute integrated photometry.
The combination of total masses and kinematics delivered by high-angular resolution, spectrally
resolved data will provide the angular momenta required to thoroughly investigate morphological
transformations and evolution. In dust embedded regions infrared, radio and mm techniques are
also essential to study the rapid enshrouded growth. Key diagnostic tools are the far-infrared
continuum and the fine structure lines of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen. In the distant universe
they can be probed by JWST, while in more nearby galaxies a far-infrared mission, such as a
replacement for SPICA or FIR probe-class mission.
Star-formation histories require high-quality spectra from the UV to NIR, that allow us to weigh
the contribution of different evolutionary phases, including asymptotic giant and horizontal

branches, that dominate the light at specific wavelengths. Spectroscopic surveys with DESI,
4MOST, WEAVE, MOONS, Subaru-PFS, or the Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer will provide
us with massive datasets of galaxy spectra from the NUV to the NIR, which will allow this type of
studies, while ELT/HARMONI and MOSAIC will address similar issues for the faintest systems.
Obtaining the merger history from observation will be even more challenging, but will be
elucidated on by greatly improved SFHs and resolved abundance studies that will be derivable
from the same telescopes, particularly with high angular resolution observations and machine
learning techniques. At longer wavelengths, radio telescopes (SKA and its pathfinder facilities,
ALMA, AtLAST) and far-infrared space missions will deliver key information.
In order to resolve the star formation process, observations of galaxies at resolutions of 100pc
(see Fig. 7) and better are essential. Observatories like ALMA (complemented by AtLAST)
probing both the bulk and dense molecular gas and dust, SKA (and its precursors) probing star
formation activity and atomic gas, VLT (in the future ELT/HARMONI) and JWST probing ionized
gas and stellar populations can provide the required multi-wavelength data to assess the key
physical processes. Among the key missing observables are the FIR cooling lines and dust
emission, for which there is no (sensitive) current or forthcoming facility to enable low-redshift
science: future FIR space missions would be essential here. Similarly, simulations need to reach
resolutions down to 10pc or below to self-consistently study the effects of star formation and
stellar feedback and its impact on the (secular) evolution of the galaxy. A major step in this area
will come with JWST and when the extremely large telescopes, such as the European ELT, the
Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT), or the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) come to operation. The
large collective areas and adaptive optics techniques will allow us to separate stars in more
crowded conditions such as those in elliptical galaxies and the bulge of spirals and obtain color
magnitude diagrams of their stars. They will similarly extend color-magnitude based analysis
beyond the local group. The only observational technique that can spatially resolve evolving
supernovae is Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). With resolutions counted in
milliarcseconds (fractions of a pc in nearby galaxies), VLBI provides key information to stellar
evolution in external galaxies.

Figure. 7: Resolving the components of a nearby galaxy at a resolution of about 100pc (from left to right): cold
molecular gas as traced by its CO line emission (ALMA), ionized gas via its optical emission lines (IFU), and light
from the young to old stellar populations (HST). Galaxies appear very different across these components and this
high physical resolution reveals not only the intricate structures but also individual star-forming sites. Future
instruments will enable such studies not only in the local universe and at higher redshift, but also extend high
spatial resolution information to other wavelengths and thus more components (e.g. (hot) dust, atomic gas),.
Source: JAO/NRAO/NOAJ/ESO/NASA & J. Schmidt

To probe compact star formation and growing SMBHs in galaxy nuclei requires high angular
resolution observations that can penetrate the, often large, columns of gas and dust in rapidly
evolving regions. In terms of the population and demographics, the abundance of these objects
will be securely established by Euclid, while the rate and background of gravitational wave
events will be provided by LISA. Radio to sub-mm interferometry (E.g. ALMA, e-MERLIN, VLBI)
will remain essential to probe these obscured regions, along with JWST and VLTI/GRAVITY+,
which will be key instruments in the near-infrared. Gamma-rays telescope and CTA have
excellent potential to understand the supermassive black hole in the core of the galaxy, a
pevatron candidate, and to probe the global interactions between cosmic rays and gas, that lead
to the production of galaxy winds, heating and enrichment of the CGM, and the loss of angular
momentum. LOFAR2 will provide low energy measurements of the same high energy
phenomena. The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) has provided the first ever “image” of the
environment of an SMBH. ELT will be key in probing unobscured nuclear star formation and
AGN. Origins and the proposed OASIS space telescopes target key diagnostic lines. X-ray
missions such as XMM Newton and the upcoming ATHENA represent the brightest futures.
Moreover it would be advantageous for XMM to continue operations throughout the 2020s and
provide maximal overlap of X-ray and JWST operations and the early phases of ATHENA.
Concerning the wide range of circumgalactic observations, observations over the full
electromagnetic spectrum are required. Hotter phases need to be probed in the X-ray,
particularly with ATHENA that will see the CGM gas both in emission and absorption, and
determine the location and amount of intergalactic baryons. Similar observations for the warmer
phases at low-redshift must await a UV replacement for Hubble such as LUVOIR or HABEX;
ELT will provide major breakthroughs in the CGM structure at mid-z, and the total baryon
density of the universe may be fully pinned down using fast radio bursts (e.g. with ASKAP and
CHIME). Galaxy cluster observations (e.g. with LOFAR) may provide a more complete view of
the metal production via ICM measurements, although a number of uncertainties regarding the
stellar initial mass function also need to be addressed. Colder components will be delivered by
submm and 21cm absorption, e.g. with ALMA (e.g. using CH+) and SKA, respectively, which
will produce robust gas contents of the universe beyond the cosmic noon. This is also a field in
which future generations of simulation will make huge impacts, in understanding the
out-of-equilibrium physics and dynamic nature of the CGM, with improved techniques for
handling low-density gas, improved sub-grid physics constrained by detailed observation, and
higher resolution over larger scales.
Built into the questions of where galaxies end, and what is their assembly and accretion history,
is the demand for imaging that is optimized to detect the very lowest surface brightnesses.
Reaching below 28 magnitudes per square arcsecond is a major observational challenge, but
one that must be met in order to determine the ages and origin of the faintest halos of massive
galaxies, tidal streams, truncations in the disk of dwarf galaxies, etc. Large-scale observational
studies in this domain will be delivered by the LSST and Roman Space Telescope, while
dedicated low surface brightness missions in the stable environment of space would be required
to genuinely determine where galaxies end. Similar facilities will conduct a complete census of
dwarf galaxies. Their demographics, dynamics/angular momenta, and distribution of central
surface brightnesses all remain difficult to explain within the ΛCDM paradigm, making ΛCDM
falsifiable with these surveys. LSST, Roman, and Euclid will again deliver tremendous samples
of dwarf galaxies across different environments, probing their bulk properties and fainter
isophotal properties from the ground and detailed internal conditions from space. Distances will
be delivered by high resolution color magnitude analysis with AO-fed imaging and spectra on
ELTs, and in concert strong astrophysical constraints on the nature of dark matter will come
within reach.

Concerning the flows of gas within galaxies, large observational samples of metallicity gradients
are required, spanning a large range of mass and redshift. These will be delivered as above by
the combination of optical IFU (such as BlueMUSE, ionized gas), submm array (molecules,
dust) and radio array (atomic and molecular gas) observations. The well-resolved kinematic
observations, together with observational constraints on the recent SFH, will determine the
impact of non-symmetric components (spiral arms, bars), and quantify the rates of gas inflow
and outflow. Questions directly concerning the star-forming ISM will remain dominated by
submm and radio frequencies and key diagnostic tools in the far-infrared. Multi-transition studies
of molecular species across redshifts will be facilitated by ALMA, NOEMA, ngVLA and AtLAST,
while the cold HI phase that is currently hard to connect to star formation will be probed in both
emission and absorption by SKA and its pathfinder facilities; the high angular resolution
interferometers will also deliver kinematic information across essentially all redshifts. Resolution
will again be key, and cospatial metallicity estimates (e.g. from ELT/IFUs) will be vital for
converting line intensities to molecular gas masses. In luminous dusty enshrouded galaxies
far-IR metallicity tracers will be required, but no clear path to such facilities currently exists.
Again the theoretical underpinning of this very multiscale process needs to be attacked using
higher resolution of hydrodynamical simulations, that pay special attention to cooling and all the
possible sources of feedback.
At the largest scales, surveys with WEAVE, 4MOST and MOONS will provide a better
understanding of the different physical mechanisms acting in galaxy clusters and their
environment. eRosita will detect the hot ICM of 50-100 thousand galaxy clusters, groups and
filaments, and enable us to characterize the interactions between galaxies and this component
in different environments. Transformational results shall be achieved by ESA’s Athena & XMM
Newton mission, that will determine abundances of different elements (Na, Al, C, Ne, Ca, Ni,
etc) that, combined with galaxy abundances will allow to recover star formation histories in
cluster galaxies, as well as study the importance of AGN and SN in producing outflows. After
the incredible success of spectroscopic surveys (e.g. SDSS and VLT), it has become crucial to
embark upon comparable environmental studies near the peak in cosmic star formation:
near-infrared missions and instruments (MOONS, Euclid, Nancy Grace Roman Space
Telescope) will determine the environmental dependence of galaxy properties, shedding light on
the physical processes that determine it. Protocluster studies, in particular at z>2, will determine
the role played by the first overdensities in shaping galaxy evolution, and how galaxies
co-evolve with their hosting structures, which ranks among the most crucial issues to be tackled
in the future with the new facilities.

The Milky Way and Local Group as a “reference
organism” for galaxies
Background
Local Group galaxies, and the Milky Way in particular, hold a special place in building our
understanding of galaxy evolution. They are indeed the only galaxies where we are able to test
with the highest degree of detail (spatial and age resolution), the processes that drive galaxy
formation and evolution. Galactic Archaeology addresses this topic by studying the kinematics,
chemical compositions and ages of stars, to shed light on the conditions in the Milky Way as it

was assembled. Yet, the Galactic fossils are intrinsically difficult to obtain and analyse; they
require both precise astrometry (for the parallaxes and proper motions) and spectroscopy (for
abundances and radial velocities) of millions of stars, covering the major Galactic components
(disc, halo, bulge, etc.).

Figure. 7: Chemical tomography of the Milky Way inner (top) and outer (bottom) disk. The [α/Fe] vs. [Fe/H]
diagrams serve as a tracer of the chemical enrichment timescales of the various Milky Way regions, which are a
consequence of the star formation history. The chemo-structural tomography of large parts of the Milky Way disk
could be achieved by combining astrometric data from Gaia DR2 with spectroscopic data from SDSS/APOGEE
DR16 and several photometric catalogs. Source: Queiroz, A. et al. 2020, A&A 638, A76.

Galactic Archaeology stands on the brink of a new era: exquisite position, parallax and proper
motion measurements of more than a billion stars by ESA’s Gaia satellite were released,
allowing for the first time a census, in three dimensions, of the stellar content of our host galaxy
and its closest neighbours (Magellanic Clouds and dwarf satellite galaxies). Gaia will continue to
revolutionize the scene in the coming years, with more precise astrometric solutions and richer
catalogues. In parallel, several very large spectroscopic survey facilities will become available,
complementing Gaia with line-of-sight velocities, precise stellar parameters and chemical

abundances. Asteroseismic missions such as CoRoT and Kepler have also revealed the
extreme precision ages that can be reached for giant stars in the Milky Way, making these
missions very relevant to the field of Galactic Archaeology.
In the past few years, Gaia (aided by the previous spectroscopic surveys such as RAVE,
APOGEE, Gaia-ESO, GALAH) has already significantly changed our understanding of our
home galaxy by revealing dozens of faint stellar streams. It identified the last major accretion
event that made a significant fraction of what we today call the Milky-Way halo, and shed light
on the impact of accretions on the Milky Way disc, which appears today dynamically young and
out of equilibrium. A major finding of these last years has been that the Milky Way had a disc in
place very early in its evolution (early enough to host some of the most metal-poor stars known),
part of which was then heated into orbits that today make these stars appear as halo stars
(in-situ formed halo stars).
The inner parts of the Milky Way, known as the Galactic bulge, hosts a large fraction of the mass
(2/3 of that within 6 kpc), and has also been revealed in all its complexity in the past few years,
thanks to the VVV NIR imaging and several dedicated spectroscopic surveys. Dominated by a
bar that drives the global dynamics of the region, it hosts several populations, including a very
old and metal-poor population (traced as RRLyr stars among others) with little rotation. The
relation between populations identified in the bulge and other stellar populations such as the
thick disc and inner halo, is still very poorly understood, and holds the key to many open
questions on the early days of our Galaxy.
Another area in which the study of the Milky Way and its satellites provide unrivalled
fundamental information is that of dark matter (DM) distribution. Studies in external galaxies are
hampered by degeneracies between the amount of dark matter and stars, while in the Milky
Way, we can measure the full 6D kinematics of individual stars and thereby uniquely infer the
detailed properties of our dark matter halo: its total mass and profile, but also sub-structures
within, which have implications on the nature of DM. Dwarf galaxies are the most dark matter
dominated systems we know of in the universe, and those around the MW and Andromeda
allow us to explore the very smallest galactic mass and luminosity regimes. In the past decade,
the number of known low-luminosity dwarf galaxies has been growing enormously, thanks to
precision photometric surveys, bringing the census of low luminosity to well below L<105 Lsun.

Figure. 8: 3D stellar density (from left to right XY, XZ and YZ) of the Milky Way and its most prominent satellites,
the Magellanic Clouds and the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy as drawn from a combination of Gaia EDR3 with
spectroscopic and photometric catalogues. Also the structure and orientation of the Galactic bar is clearly visible.
Source: Anders. F. et al. 2022, A&A in press.

Among the challenges to the ΛCDM paradigm provided by galaxy observations, dwarf galaxies
have provided rank among the most constraining: (i) despite a growing number of detected
dwarf galaxies, their number is still lower than expected in DM simulations, (ii) dark matter
profiles in dwarf galaxies have been explored extensively in the past 15 years, without resolving
the controversy on their central DM profiles: cusped profile as predicted by ΛCDM, or a
shallower cored profile? (iii) a number of satellites to the Milky Way, and Andromeda seem to be
moving in a plane of satellites, and/or present coherent motions. While the first challenge could
be due to the retro-action of galaxy evolution baryonic processes on the dark matter distribution,
the second has been questioned by more precise 3D motions provided by Gaia for the MW
satellites.

Key Questions
Research in this area is faced with a number of crucial open questions, which are organized as
follows, from the larger scales to the smaller:
1. How does the Galaxy fit into the cosmological context?
What is the formation and evolution history of the Milky Way and its Local Group environment,
with respect to its structure, kinematics and chemical abundances? Is the Milky Way typical of
low-redshift spiral galaxies of comparable mass and environmental properties.
2. What is the underlying structure in the local group and its dark matter?
The distribution of satellites and streams of both the Milky Way halo and M31 group is
preferentially sorted into a flattened plane, and emerging studies suggest the same is true for
other galaxies. As simulations fail to explain this Planes of Satellites problem, which is based
purely on gravitational effects, this may point towards a tension in the ΛCDM paradigm.
3. What is the Milky Way’s accretion history and how was the halo assembled?
The MW has a high baryon fraction, but the reason is not currently clear. In relation to this we
need to connect the star-formation history of the Galaxy, determine how star-formation was
initiated in various components, and connect this to the composition of both hot and cold gas.
The origin and distribution of the population of Milky Way halo stars remains only partially
understood, where a substantial fraction of stars must have formed ex-situ (i.e. were delivered
by satellites). For example, some stars must have been delivered by interactions with the
Magellanic Clouds while others were accreted from dwarf galaxies. How these stars were
delivered and how the interactions shape the halo structure remain largely open questions.
4. How much information is retained from the formation events?
That the MW has a complicated formation history has become apparent, and one obvious
question becomes how much information concerning these individual events remains in (and
can be extracted from) the present-day chemical and orbital information. Goals include the
construction of the global structural and dynamical model, understanding radial migration within
the disk, and to establish where the sun was born.
5. What are the abundance patterns of the first stars?
If the oldest stars in the Milky Way formed in a pristine environment, they will provide unique
and vital tracers of the first stars and their formation. The most pressing questions are whether
we can identify signatures that point towards Population III stars, and if we can determine the
yields of the first supernova (and similar) explosions. These methods offer clear and direct

connections to the questions raised in the first subsection of this chapter concerning the first
galaxies and the epoch of reionization.
6. Our very local environment?
What do the Solar neighborhood data tell us in terms of reference objects for surveys of larger
volumes: masses, ages, chemical abundances, stellar multiplicity, etc.

Requirement for future observations and simulations
In the coming decade, tremendous progress is expected to be achieved in our understanding of
the Milky Way formation and evolution, and the respective importance of processes that shaped
this evolution. Gaia will continue to be the cornerstone mission for the field of Galactic
archeology for the next decade providing full 6d phase space information of stars in the Milky
Way and its outskirts, as well as massive spectral and photometric information. Keeping the
Gaia-DPAC analysis team operative until the full science content in the Gaia data has been
extracted will be crucial, as there is no obvious successor of Gaia. The Vera C. Rubin Telescope
and the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope will extend astrometric information to much
fainter magnitudes, with expected precisions matching that of the faintest stars in the Gaia
catalogue, enabling us to probe deeper in the luminosity function of the Galactic Halo and
surroundings. An infrared sensitive astrometric space mission (GaiaNIR, as part of ESA’s
Voyage 2050 would extend the Gaia mission into the bulge and beyond and thus considerably
enlarge the astrometrically charted volume of the Milky Way.
Spectroscopic information for large samples of stars will be a key ingredient to fully harvest the
science potential provided by Gaia, providing line-of-sight velocities and full chemical
characterization of stars too faint for the Gaia onboard spectrograph RVS. Large numbers as
well as sufficiently high resolution and depth will be at essence. 4MOST, WEAVE and SDSS will
be the core mission for this task to cover the Milky Way at large, with MOONS adding depth in
selected areas. Integral Field Spectroscopy (e.g. BlueMUSE) will extend these studies into the
bulge and allow to draw parallels to other galaxies in the Local Group. In the longer run, the
development of the next generation of survey facilities, providing higher resolution (HRMOS)
and/larger depth owing to more light collecting power (MSE, ESO spectroscopic facility).
ELT/MOSAIC will allow us to spectroscopically probe stellar populations in other Local Group
galaxies and beyond, going further by targeting globular clusters for both abundances and
dynamics. Similarly, ELT/HIRES will produce R~100,000, S/N>100 spectra of stars in the dwarf
satellites of the Milky Way from which the chemical enrichment and star formation histories of
these systems can be reconstructed all the way back to the enrichment by the first PopIII stars.
In concert, interferometric data (GRAVITY+) will precision-anchor the stellar atmospheric
parameters for reference stars. The combination of a large sample of spectra with machine
learning methods trained on precision data will bear particular potential combining the benefits
from the ELT/HIRES and multi-object spectrograph surveys worlds.
Finally, asteroseismology will be of high relevance as it allows age determination and tight
constraints on surface gravities. This field will be dominated by space missions, TESS and, in
the mid of the decade, PLATO will be the key players, on the longer run (as part of ESA’s
Voyage 2050) possibly HAYDN.

